The ‘Beambender ‘

When do you get to the end of a story? The pieces, fragments and mini-tales all collected together,
retrieved episodes from digital files, paper notes and photographs and film, and the thought ‘That’s
it! No more to be said.’ So it feels in 2022 for Charley Heritage Group’s exploration of the old brick
structure in St Joseph’s Field which for many years exercised its silent demand to have its history
documented and honoured.
Through the 1950s to 1990s the building occupied the middle of a field with little public
attention...’something to do with the war’..... We, the Havers, arrived at St Josephs Cottage in 1980
and for several years our energy was directed to reclaiming the house and garden which had been
unoccupied for over five years but as our horizon expanded beyond the garden wall, the ruin in the
field was seen as detracting from the rural vista. So we decided to disguise it and planted a Russian
Vine, aptly called the Mile a Minute Plant, by its base. Verbal information that the RAF had been
involved with it during World War Two saw us writing to the RAF Archives asking about its origin.
The reply came that nothing was known about it.
Ken Nicholls introduced himself with a knock on the door having heard of our curiosity and over
coffee he talked of navigation beams and enemy aircraft and drew a diagram as he talked. Although
this encounter was interesting, and the piece of paper filed as perhaps of relevance to the old
cottage, it produced no spark of initiative as we were intent on uncovering the history of the house.
We didn’t grasp, and Ken did not say, that for forty years he had not spoken to anyone of his war
time work in the field. In this quiet chat over coffee, Ken had just broken his oath of secrecy taken
at the outset of his RAF career.
During a meeting of Charley Heritage Group the structure was the topic of conversation and
Michael Froggatt had brought along a copy of Laurie Brettingham’s book, Royal Air Force; Beam
Benders; No.80 (Signals) Wing; 1940-1945 about the country’s top secret defence system of which
the building in the field had played a major part. Months later, at the National Archives at Kew, a
short digression in my research on an unrelated topic uncovered a single record of the Coalville
Outstation of RAF 80 Wing and its equipment; it was duly copied and filed. The story gained
momentum because of the enthusiasm of Michael, and later, Richard Froggatt and a subsequent
new member of the Group, Terry Sheppard. The pieces of information collected over the years were
unearthed. It was then that we knew that ‘this old brick thing’ had played a significant part in the
defence of the nation during World War Two and it was up to us to make this public. We made
contact with Ken again and the huge bonus was that he was very keen to talk about his experiences
with those whose war interests meant that they could understand on a practical level the
implications of what he was saying. Terry spent enjoyable hours talking to and recording Ken’s
memories of his wartime work in St Joseph’s field.
The ‘Beambender’ demanded a wider audience than a small local history group and National
Heritage Days promised to provide country wide publicity for the nation’s ‘secret’ buildings and
spaces to open their doors and gates to the general public for a limited period of time with free
admission. But before all that, it was necessary to make the structure presentable if it was to
capture the public mind and the Abbot of Mount St Bernard Abbey, the landowner, infected with

the Group’s enthusiasm and what they had already learned, gave permission for us to go ahead
with our plans. First, to dismantle its disguise. No mean feat after unrestricted growth of more than
ten years. It was hard hats- and goggles -work at first until Group member Roger Cook appeared
with an extended hedge cutter attached to a tractor and managed the delicate task of removing the
top layer of growth without causing damage to the bricks. It took a week of clearing and burning
before the double brick structure was clear with pieces of concrete infil visible in places. It was a real
Group effort with most of the members fit and active at that time.

The first book published by the Group entitled “World War 11 in Charley: Charnwood’s Hidden
Parish” and masterminded by Terry Sheppard was a sell-out at the Oaks Spring Fair in 2009. It told
how an isolated hamlet in Leicestershire lived during those times. Excerpts from the Chronicles kept
by the monks at Mount St Bernard Abbey recorded their fire watching duties from their tower but
revealed nothing of properties on their estate being commandeered by the Army other than a terse
comment “the Army took over The Towers” . (Now known as Abbey Grange) The book’s scope
stretched out to Coventry with the memories of Charlie Brookes, living at Hillside, who sat in tears
on the rocks near his bungalow watching distant flames engulf the city on November 14th 1940.
We knew that the publication was not the whole story of the Beambender. There was always the
question “Who built it and what did they know about its future function?” This has proved elusive
and even today, there is no proof but, as always, there are tantalising clues. We had in our
possession an old Visitors’ Book for St Joseph’s Cottage and during a casual turning of pages one day
the letters RAF jumped out. There were written the signatures of eight airmen resident at the house
during 1940 and 1941. It was hoped that there was a remote chance that some of these might still
be alive. But there was cause for more excitement. Just above the airmen’s names was the name
Theresa Brocklehurst and with a shock, I realised that Theresa was not only still living but within
Charley Parish and well known to me. Theresa was pleased to be interviewed on tape and camera
and amazed to have her memory jogged back to her teenage years. She was a fascinating speaker
about the area and her reasons for being in the Guest House at that time and did indeed particularly
remember the boys in uniform. But that was as far as she could go, for, at 15 or 16 years of age, she
had little to do with them and in fact, did feel that the airmen had been told to keep away from the
young girls.

The names in the book were pursued as far as possible but with no success: another national
census might be the stepping off point for further discoveries. The men billeted at St Joseph’s did,
however, have some involvement with the local community as we discovered in 2019 when the
Oaks Tennis Club was going through its early Minutes. There were the same names as those in our
Guest Book listed as having been given temporary honorary membership of the club!
Ken became an enthusiastic participator in the Group’s Heritage Open Days and his conversations
with Terry had resulted in an accurate depiction of the layout of the field as it had been, and thus
we were able to replicate the site with tents in the positions of the war time huts. National
advertising of the Heritage Open Days and flags and banners at the entrance to the field attracted
the public in great numbers but the building reverted to its isolated, anonymous state when the
crowds had departed. It was felt that its identity needed to be permanently proclaimed in some way.
The decision arrived at was a large granite boulder – in keeping with the ancient geology of the area
- should be placed within the field gate and a plaque attached. The local Bardon Quarry was
approached and they were keen to be associated with the proposal. Wilf Shelton, Roger Cook and I
met with the quarry Site Manager, Andy Jackson to see if a piece could be found to suit the need.

Wilf and Roger
Stone, in its multiple forms - chippings, rockery pieces, boulders - was everywhere and it was
almost impossible to grasp the eons which they represented; lorries the size of Corgi toys could be
seen moving around the bottom of the quarry and the faint sound of their bleep reversing signals
echoed faintly. Hard hats and high viz jackets supplied, Andy took us up tarmacked roads, boulders
of all shapes and sizes lying to one or both sides and estimated the weight of those which took our
interest.
It was difficult to assess the height in their location so Roger soon became a human measuring
stick. We saw only rocks; Andy pointed out flaws and details which rendered them unsuitable.
Several were marked out as ‘possibles’ and sprayed with a yellow paint dot near the base so that
they could be revisited but we each seemed to have a vision not previously shared but meant that
rejections were agreed in all cases without argument. Andy stopped by one partly hidden behind
others. We were slightly dubious but Andy talked about orientation to the vertical, setting depth
and weight; It was the one. Broad at the base, a flat face to the front, and tapering to a point some
six feet high and of a good overall shape. It was given two yellow spots and our job was done. Or

almost. Andy said that all deliveries from the quarry were made by self-employed hauliers and we
would have to pay the going rate.

Andy Jackson with ‘the’ stone
A week later the assembled group heard the sound of a lorry turn into Oaks Road and approach the
field. Our huge boulder seemed less awesome when seen on its own on the lorry’s flat bed 15m
trailer but the driver did not seem to share our concerns about the narrowness of the entrance to
the field, or the fact that he would have to reverse through the gate and crane the stone over
another gate. We watched in silence, awed by his skilful manipulation of his lorry.

We knew that the events of World War Two attracted a wide following and there had been a brief
item on East Midlands Today about the site but we were later taken by surprise to be contacted by
the B.B.C’s ‘The One Show’ who seemed to know of our Outstation and expressed an interest in
filming at the site for a programme to commemorate the ending of the war. Ken was to be
interviewed by Joe Crawley and several of the group gathered to watch the experts at their work.
The item was shown as part of an explanatory film about bending the navigation beams and Chris
Evans who was hosting at that time declared it ‘was one of the best items ever shown on the
programme.’
There was one more story to be told about the site and it involved love, not war. When talking to
Terry, Ken had reminisced about leaning over the field gate onto Abbey Road, shaded by a cherry
tree, with mug of tea in hand and chatting to two local girls wheeling their bicycles up the hill. Ken
had met his future wife. Joyce Burton suggested that the group provide a new cherry tree without

telling Ken and revealing it to him when he performed the unveiling ceremony for the stone. To say
he was moved is an understatement.

Ken with Sandra Cook, Maureen Havers, Joyce Burton and Wilf Shelton in the background
All was now in place for an application to be made for lottery funding under the Awards For All
scheme to open the site for Heritage Open Days- to be recounted in a later chapter.
In the intervals between events open to the public the group was conscious of the responsibility to
perform regular maintenance to the area around the structure and boulder. A date would be agreed
when the weather forecast seemed favourable and workers would arrive with appropriate tools.
David Burton brought his motor mower up to the field on a trailer along with ladders; Roger Cook
brought a bouser of water for cement and in a couple of hours, weeds sprouting through the
mortar would be removed, grass and nettles cleared to a width of two metres and any erosion of
the lime mortar noted for future work. Dave Metcalfe was usually the instigator of this work and as
far as age allowed, we all helped.
It was Dave again who persuaded the group that we should apply for Grade 11 Listing for the site
and he undertook the paperwork involved with the Abbot of Mount St Bernard and Historic
England. Most of us turned up when the representative arrived to view the blast shelter and its
surrounds and, without hoping to influence her, we invited her to join us for coffee and a chat which
she accepted. Sadly the Listing was not approved by the Secretary of State in August 2020 and the
reply below gave no indication of reasons for refusal.
We have taken into account all the representations made and completed our assessment of the
building. Having considered our recommendation, the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media
and Sport has decided not to add 80 (Signals) Wing Outstation to the List of Buildings of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest.

So, with that disappointing outcome and with the unknown that was Covid 19, mindful of our
increasing age and frailty, we felt that a permanent identification should be placed at the site. Terry
undertook the design with his usual skill and in 2021 the Information Board was installed in the
presence of Abbot Joseph, celebrated on site with bubbly and cake made by Sandra. Most of the
Group were present and sadly, this was to be Mike Froggatt’s last outing.

Margaret Metcalfe and Sandra Cook

Mike Froggatt RIP 2021

